Assessment: Course Four Column
Spring/Summer 2018

El Camino: Course SLOs (BSS) - History
ECC: ESTU 1:Introduction to Ethnic Studies
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Developing and Arguing a
Persuasive Historical Thesis - Upon
completion of Introduction to Ethnic
Studies, students will be able to
develop and persuasively argue a
thesis in a written assignment that
applies interdisciplinary theoretical
frameworks to analyze socioeconomic
and political factors that confront
ethnic minorities as they interact in
American society.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201617 (Spring 2017), 2017-18 (Spring
2018)
Input Date: 12/12/2013

01/23/2020

Assessment Method
Description
Essay/Written Assignment Midterm Examination:
In your in-class essay please define
and analyze the major theoretical
concepts which result in the creation
and consequences of minority-group
status in American mainstream
society. Also, define and discuss the
significance of race in America and
its impact on minority groups. Make
sure you follow the essay format
provided in last week’s prompt
essay.
Standard and Target for Success:
The rubric used was based on Spring
2013 Slo essay examination rubric.
The scoring system in based on 4
point scale. For example, (4) Above
Standards, (3) Meets Standards, (2)
Approaching Standards (1) Needs
Improvement. Students were
assessed according to their thesis,
organization and argumentation,
historical content, sources and
evidence.

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2013-14 (Fall
2013)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
The results of the assessment reveal that the students had
success in the midterm. For instance, overall the Thesis data
was 3.48 which represent a very high B. Organization and
Argumentation was at 3.24, Historical Content was 3.08 and
Sources and Evidence was 3.12. Overall the student average
was 3.23. The patterns observed in the data show
consistency in student success. Yet, students needed more
assistance in incorporation historical content and sources
and evidence in their essay. (02/06/2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Jason Suarez
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Jose Arrieta
Related Documents:
Standards Rubric (2) Hist 162.doc

Action: Seek instructors input in
Slo (05/16/2014)
Action Category: SLO Assessment
Process
Action: Provide more sample
templates of prior Slo’s
(05/16/2014)
Action Category:
Program/College Support
Action: Make the PowerPoint
presentations available for
students online via Team sites or
Etudes (05/16/2014)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description
Essay/Written Assignment - I
assigned an essay exam and made
use of an essay grading rubric as an
assessment method.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected 75% of students (32/43
students) will score 80% (40 points)
or above for this SLO.
Related Documents:
ESTU1FINALEXAMRUBRIC.docx
ESTU1FINALEXAM.docx

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2016-17
(Spring 2017)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
In analyzing essay exam results, I found that 20/43 students
scored 90% (45 points) or above. 13/43 students scored
80% (40-44points). 10 students scored under 80% (39
points or less). Overall, 33/43 students scored 80%-100%
(40-50 points). Therefore, 76% of the class scored within
this range. (09/13/2017)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Xocoyotzin Herrera
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: None
Related Documents:
EssayTIps.docx

Action: While essay exam results
were very good with 33/43
students scoring 80%-100%, There
were still 10 students who scored
below 80%. A few scored below
70% (35 points or lower). I
propose to cover fundamentals of
writing and to convey instructions
in a clearer manner in order to
address the students who score at
a lower range. (09/13/2017)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: In Fall 2017, I assigned
the following essay question to
students in ESTU 1 addressing
SLO #1 (Upon completion of
Introduction to Ethnic Studies,
students will be able to develop
and persuasively argue a thesis in
a written assignment that applies
interdisciplinary theoretical
frameworks to analyze
socioeconomic and political
factors that confront ethnic
minorities as they interact in
American society):
Explain what you feel is meant by
the “melting pot” theory. In your
answer make sure you explain
what sociopolitical factors are
involved in the tactics that have
been used to implement this
theory of cultural assimilation in
American public schools. Also,
describe how addressing the
“melting pot” theory in public
schools has affected minority
students throughout history.

01/23/2020
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions
I used a grading rubric which
addresses thesis/introduction,
sources/evidence,
analysis/organization, content
and writing conventions to assess
the written assignment .
34 out of 40 students completed
the assignment, and these are the
average scores out of a possible
25 points total (5 points for each
component of the essay):
Thesis/Introduction: 4.5
Sources/Evidence: 4.5
Analysis/Organization: 4.3
Content: 4.3
Writing Conventions: 4.6
Overall, students scored 4.3 out 5
point or higher on the average for
all components of the
assignment. Also, students scored
higher on writing convention
possibly due tips provided for
better writing. Please see
attachment.
(03/01/2018)

Essay/Written Assignment - Using
course texts, write a 2-3 page essay
answering the question: How has
race shaped the experience of
individuals in the United States?
There MUST be an argument. This is
NOT an informative paper. College
writing and thinking is about the
ability to understand and critically
01/23/2020

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18
(Spring 2018)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
There were 38 essay submission. 33 out of 38 students
received a score of 35 or better out of 50 points. This
resulted in a success rate of 87%. In order to prepare for
this essay, I had a PASS Mentor available to assist students
and I also had the writing center's information on the essay
prompt. It is unclear how many students used the extra
services, but the quality of essays were better than most
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Action: Although I met my target, I
am still concerned with the
students that did not turn in the
work. I know that when students
are unable to complete the task it
is often because they do not
understand what is being asked. I
will identify students with
concerns earlier in the semester
Page 3 of 10

Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description
assess information, thus, you are
asked to form an original argument
based on the information provided
in class. You will be assessed on how
well you articulate your argument,
the quality of evidence, and depth of
analysis provided.
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 75% of students will
score at least a 70% of the essay.

01/23/2020

Results

Actions

classes I have taught without these intervention.
(04/05/2018)
% of Success for this SLO: 87
Faculty Assessment Leader: Hong Herrera Thomas
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Hong Herrera Thomas

and reach out to them. I will
encourage them to show me
drafts, refer them out to on
campus resources such as the
reading and writing center, but I
will also leverage an in class
writing assignments before the
essay assignments are due to
serve as a sample writing piece
that will help me gauge who may
need extra help. (05/26/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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ECC: ESTU 3:The Chicano in Contemporary United States Society
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Concepts of Race and
Ethnicity - Upon completion of Ethnic
Studies 3, students will be able to
develop and persuasively argue a
thesis in a written assignment that
applies interdisciplinary theoretical
frameworks to analyze the
socioeconomic and political factors
that confront Chicanos(as) as they
interact in American society.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201718 (Spring 2018)
Input Date: 12/12/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Essay/Written Assignment - As part
of a lesson on the Chicano
Movement of the 1960's and 1970's,
students were given the following
assignment:
In a detailed essay, describe the
reasoning in regards to cultural,
political and socioeconomic
conditions that lead to the formation
of a separate Chicano political party.
Standard and Target for Success: 32
students completed the writing
assignment in the ESTU 3 during Fall
2017, and their answers were
assessed using a detailed grading
rubric. Below are the average class
results:

Thesis Introduction = 4.5

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18
(Spring 2018)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
32 students completed the writing assignment in the ESTU 3
during Fall 2017, and their answers were assessed using a
detailed grading rubric. Below are the average class results:

Action: Student scores were
particular strong in the area of
thesis development, organization
and historical content. i attribute
this to time spent on focusing on
essay writing techniques. I also
provided students with a hnad-out
covering tips for essay writing as a
reference tool. (03/01/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: I will follow up in the
future to ensure score averages
are maintained high.
(03/01/2019)

Thesis Introduction = 4.5
Sources/Evidence = 4.31
Analysis/Organization = 4.25
Historical Content = 4.43
Writing Conventions = 4.31 (03/01/2018)
% of Success for this SLO: 85
Faculty Assessment Leader: Xocoyotzin Herrera
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Xocoyotzn Herrera
Related Documents:
ESTU3MTRUBRIC.docx

Sources/Evidence = 4.31
Analysis/Organization = 4.25
Historical/Content = 4.43
Writing Conventions = 4.31

Related Documents:
ESTU3MTRUBRIC.docx
Xocoyotzin Herrera

01/23/2020
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ECC: HIST 140:History of Early Civilizations
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Developing and Arguing a
Persuasive Historical Thesis - Upon
completion of History of Early
Civilizations, students will be able to
develop and persuasively argue a
historical thesis in a written
assignment that identifies and
explains major social, economic,
political and/or cultural historical
themes or patterns in the history of
Early Civilizations and apply
appropriate historical methods to
analyze and use primary and/or
secondary sources as evidence to
support the thesis.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201314 (Spring 2014), 2014-15 (Spring
2015), 2017-18 (Spring 2018)
Input Date: 05/19/2015

01/23/2020

Assessment Method
Description
Essay/Written Assignment Students will write a college level inclass essay examination that
requires knowledge of the subject
matter and the ability to organize
this knowledge into a coherent set of
arguments. The essay will require
that students include a thesis, a solid
body of analysis and evidence,
effective argumentation and
organization and a firm conclusion
based on what has been written.
Standard and Target for Success:
Based on a rubric it is expected that
60% of students will score 7 or
above on this SLO.
Related Documents:
Standards Rubric.docx

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2013-14
(Spring 2014)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
The two areas of assessment in which students scored
lowest were the development of a thesis (average of 1.4 out
of 4) and effectively addressing historical content (2.1 out of
4). This, I believe from my discussions with students, is
attributed to the lack of preparation they are receiving in
historical knowledge construction at the high school level.
This in turn creates what can be described as a “bottleneck”
in epistemological and procedural methods associated with
the study of world history at the college level as shown by
the assessment measure. (06/12/2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Jason R. Suárez
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Jason R. Suárez
Related Documents:
ConceptMapTopic1.pdf
EssayExamRubric.pdf
140EssayQuestion.pdf

Action: Concept maps for each
topic covered in the course will be
given to students with the aim of
assisting them in organizing,
representing and connecting
course content. The concept maps
will also serve as a study guide for
the essay examinations by
allowing students to visually see
the relationship between key
historical processes. Through the
inclusion of concept maps, it is my
hope that students will improve in
their ability to address historical
content in their essay
examinations. The concept maps
will also be used to discuss and
practice thesis construction. Since
concept maps have a hierarchical
construction, students practice
generating an inclusive statement,
or thesis, of what the map’s
content seeks to achieve.
(06/19/2015)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
Follow-Up: Since this action,
student response has been very
positive to being able to visually
see they key points covered for
the topic under discussion. The
next phase is to have the students
produce the concept maps
themselves by identifying key
terms and linking them. It will be
suggested to students that they
download Mind Maple, a free
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions
concept mapping program.
Students will be given time in
class to collaborate on concept
map building. (02/01/2016)

Exam/Test/Quiz - Students were
assigned a take home written Final
Exam of 4 to 5 pages in length. The
exam was comprised of a series of
questions each requiring students to
develop an independent thesis and
to present an in-depth argument
based on a critical assessment of
course material. Prior to writing the
exam, students were given a
handout with detailed instructions
for writing analytical essays which
was discussed in class along with an
explanation of the exam questions.
Students were also encouraged to
discuss their outlines with the
instructor and work with a tutor at
the Writing Center.
Standard and Target for Success:
Based on Assessment Rubric, it is
expected that 80% os students will
score 2.0 or above on this SLO.
Additional Information: Assessment
Rubric is attached.
Related Documents:
Assessment Rubric.docx

01/23/2020

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2014-15
(Spring 2015)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Final Exam results for 19 Students:
Thesis = average score 2.6 with 79% of students achieving
2.0 or better
Organization & Argumentation = average score 2.6 with
89% achieving 2.0 or better
Sources and Evidence = average score 2.7 with 89%
achieving 2.0 or better
Total average score 2.6 with 86% of students achieving 2.0
or better.
The results show that the target for success had been met.
The students performed strongest in identifying and using
sources and evidence relevant to the questions, but had
more difficulty in crafting thesis statements.
(05/19/2015)
Faculty Assessment Leader: Florence M. Baker
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Action: While students have
access to the Writing Center and
Reading Success Center, more
access to one-on-one tutoring is
also needed. Students can greatly
benefit from having specially
trained tutors who can guide a
student's thought process in
analyzing course materials,
creating thesis statements and
organizing effective arguments.
(01/15/2016)
Action Category:
Program/College Support
Follow-Up: PASS Mentors have
been infused into the courses. As
long as funding permits, these
mentors will continued to be
used. (10/16/2017)
Action: History courses properly
taught are analytical and writing
intensive. Many students are only
beginning to learn how to think
critically about history and to draw
independent conclusions rather
than focusing on memorization
and repetition. The transition to
carefully thinking through and
assessing course material is
challenging for many. Thus ideally
class size should be reduced to 30
to 35 students so that instructors
can provide students with more
individual attention and
opportunity to practice their
Page 7 of 10

Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description

Results

Actions
writing skills. (01/15/2016)
Action Category:
Program/College Support
Follow-Up: Unfortunately, class
size is not determined by faculty
and this intervention cannot be
implemented. (10/16/2017)

Essay/Written Assignment Students will write a college level inclass essay examination that
requires knowledge of the subject
matter and the ability to organize
this knowledge into a coherent set of
arguments. The essay will require
that students include a thesis, a solid
body of analysis and evidence,
effective argumentation and
organization and a firm conclusion
based on what has been written.
(Active)
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 70% of students will
score 2.25 or above on this SLO.

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18
(Spring 2018)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
An in-class essay examination was administered as the
assessment measure for this SLO. A rubric was used to
collect and disaggregate the data. Upon doing so, the data
indicated that students had lowest scores in thesis
formulation (average of 2.1 out of 4) and in the infusion of
primary and secondary sources (average of 2.7 out of four).
It is clear from this date that students are having difficulty
developing a thesis for their essay. This may perhaps help
explain why they also faltered a bit in incorporating course
sources as supporting evidence in the body of their essay.
The analysis and use of sources may also be attributed to a
lack of understanding on how historical thinking is applied
in this discipline. (09/06/2018)
% of Success for this SLO: 75
Faculty Assessment Leader: Jason R. Suarez

Action: The intervention that will
be developed and implemented to
address the challenges faced by
student will come in two forms.
First, an eLearning module on how
to write a college level in-class
essay examination will be
developed. The technology used
for this module will be Adobe
Captivate. In combination with this
module, additional class time will
be dedicated the components that
make-up a college level written
examination in history. Second, a
work form will be created and
distributed that will facilitate what
information needs to be extracted
from assigned primary and
secondary sources. This forms will
also serve as a study guide and will
aided students in identifying
relevant content and mastering
this content. (02/01/2019)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

01/23/2020
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ECC: HIST 152:History of Latin America Through Independence
Course SLOs
SLO #1 Developing and Arguing a
Persuasive Historical Thesis - Upon
completion of History of Latin
America through Independence,
students will be able to develop and
persuasively argue a historical thesis
in a written assignment that identifies
and explains major social, economic,
political and/or cultural historical
themes or patterns in the history of
Latin America through independence
and apply appropriate historical
methods to analyze and use primary
and/or secondary sources as evidence
to support the thesis.
Course SLO Status: Active
Course SLO Assessment Cycle: 201314 (Spring 2014), 2017-18 (Spring
2018)
Input Date: 12/12/2013

Assessment Method
Description
Essay/Written Assignment Students will complete and
essay/written assignment identifying
and analyzing a book for it’s support
of its thesis utilizing primary and
secondary sources as evidence.
Concentrating on Chapter 2, 3, 4, or
5 of the book No More, No More:
Slavery and Cultural Resistance in
Havana and New Orleans:
1)
Identify and re-state the
author’s thesis statement of one
specific chapter.
2)
Describe and detail at least
three specific examples of control
and resistance that the author uses
to support the thesis statement in
that chapter.
3)
Answer the question, “Did
the book effectively support the
thesis statement of that chapter?” If
you believe that the book did
effectively support the thesis
statement give your analysis of the
most compelling evidence. If you
believe that the book did not
support the thesis statement, give
your analysis of the most compelling
shortcoming of the argument?
Standard and Target for Success: It
is expected that 80% of the students
will score a passing grade on this
assignment. It is an all or noting
assignment.

Results

Actions

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2017-18
(Spring 2018)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Of the 47 students who did complete the assignment, 42
received a grade of 80% or higher. I was pleased with this
result. The students embraced the assignment and I think
approached it enthusiastically. This was more than half of
the battle. The key changes were no doubt due to my
enthusiastic explanation of the assignment, provision of the
reading materials, and my shortening of the word count.

Action: Based on the results, I'm
going to continue doing what I
have to move things forward. No
need to tamper with success. I just
want to keep it going.
(09/25/2018)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies

As opposed to presenting the assignment as a standalone
task, I really did a good sell job of explaining the bigger
picture of why I wrote the book and what I was trying to
address and/or challenge in my writing of the book. I really
think the students got a kick out of me talking about the
construction of the book, my experiences writing the book,
and reading, as a class, other scholars' reviews of the book. I
started the class off this semester by really explaining what
it is that historians do and how we battle each other with
books and articles centered on a specific thesis. This is my
new strategy in all of my classes. It really gets students
thinking.
Additionally, I encouraged students to share their books and
to let other students take pictures of the pages they needed
to with their phones if they did not have the book.
Finally, I shortened the assignment to 700-800 words as I
explained to them that is generally the length of a scholarly
review in a journal. All throughout the course, I kept talking
to the students about how this was very doable and that
without it they could only earn a maximum of 80 points out
of the 100 possible in the class. I also, took papers in late
because I wanted to maximize students' ability to succeed.

Standards Rubric
01/23/2020
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Course SLOs

Assessment Method
Description
4 = Excellent
3 = Good
2 = Satisfactory
1 = Less than Satisfactory
0 = Fail

Results
(09/25/2018)
% of Success for this SLO: 90
Faculty Assessment Leader: Daniel E. Walker

Semester and Year Assessment Conducted: 2013-14
(Spring 2014)
Standard Met? : Standard Met
Thesis: Thesis fully, clearly and
36 out or the 44 students or 81.8% of the students did
accurately explains the central
successfully fulfill the requirements of the assignment. The
argument and is presented early in
interesting reality of the assignment was that all but one of
the written assignment.
the students who turned in the assignment got credit. As a
whole the “completers” effectively identified a thesis
Organization and Argumentation:
statement and were able to cite specific examples of
Introduction explains the pertinent
primary and secondary sources used by the author to
historical context and states the
support the thesis. These students were also able to then
thesis. Paragraphs are organized in a create a thesis statement of their own regarding their
logical way that supports the thesis, assessment of the book and to effectively use primary and
either chronologically or topically.
secondary source to support the thesis statement they
Each paragraph fully discusses one
created. The real question is why didn’t 20% of the students
main idea (stated in the topic
complete the assignment. My immediate observations are
sentence) that helps argue the
that the majority of the 8 “non-completers” never
thesis.
purchased the book and that some fall into the category of
students who just do not complete assignments. For the
Historical Content: All appropriate
students who did not purchase the book I could have placed
historical time periods and topics are it on reserve in the library. I think that given the success
thoroughly and accurately
rate of the students who did complete the assignment, if all
incorporated into the thesis and the students had the book even more would be successful.
argument throughout the written
(09/17/2014)
assignment.
Faculty Assessment Leader: Daniel Walker
Faculty Contributing to Assessment: Daniel Walker
Sources and Evidence: The student
makes effective and accurate use of
appropriate and well-selected (when
applicable) primary and/or
secondary sources in order to prove
the thesis and central arguments.

01/23/2020

Actions
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Action: I need to spend additional
class time explaining the
requirements of the assignment. I
also need to make sure to put a
reserve copy of the book in the
library as I know that a large
number of the students who did
not complete the assignment
never purchased the book.
(12/12/2014)
Action Category: Teaching
Strategies
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